Did You See the latest publications which are now available from the International Reading Association? They are:

*The Quest For Competency In Teaching Reading*, Howard A. Klein, Editor. This monograph includes a selected group of papers presented at the IRA Convention in Atlantic City.

*Evaluation of Teacher Education Programs In Reading*, Grayce A. Ransom, Editor. This checklist is intended as an aid to colleges and universities for self-evaluation.

*Graduate Programs and Faculty in Reading*, Stanley F. Wanat, Editor. This is a guide describing graduate programs for the training of reading specialists.

*Self-Concept and Reading* by Ivan Quandt. This interpretive paper is intended to help teachers who wish to combat reading difficulties through the building of self concepts.

*Vision-Visual Discrimination*, a bibliography compiled by Samuel Weintraub. It has been divided into four large categories all tied together in that they deal with the functioning of the eyes in reading.

*Intersensory Transfer, Perceptual Shifting, Modal Preference and Reading* by John Paul Jones. This paper provides a critical review of the most pertinent modality research as it relates to reading.

Each of the preceding publications may be obtained from the International Reading Association, Six Tyre Avenue, Newark, Delaware 19711.

Did You See *New Perspectives on Paperbacks*, monograph No. 1 published by the College Reading Association, 1973? The editor, M. Jerry Weiss, and other authors share their viewpoints on the impact of "The Paperback Revolution." It can be obtained from Strine Printing Co., Inc., 391 Greendale Road, York, Pennsylvania 19403. The cost is $2.00.

Did You See *Investigations Relating To Mature Reading*, twenty-first yearbook of the National Reading Conference, 1972? It is edited by Frank P. Greene and contains excellent articles relating to research and teacher training. Its cost is $5.00.